Your perfect
window dressing
solution
Be inspired & get creative
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Welcome
Every window needs a stylish complement,
and window dressings give the perfect
finish to living spaces, and can transform
your home.
Whether you’re looking for statement
Curtains, elegantly structured Roman blinds
or to create a feature piece with Shutters,
we can help inspire and craft your perfect
window dressings. We can also unite our
designs with specialist fabrics to make them
practical for all reasons and all seasons.
So be inspired and get creative with our
beautiful collections.
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Window
Treatment Trends

Bring the outside in
CREATE AN I NDOOR-OU TDOO R L IV ING SPAC E
WI TH A BLI S S FU LLY BOTANIC AL ST Y L E.
Tropical green hues, subtle animal prints, wooden
materials and earthy tones bring this trend together
to create a style that can be adapted towards both
modern and traditional décor schemes.

Refreshing your décor doesn’t need to
be a complete overhaul. Updating your
window dressings and soft furnishings
to the latest styles not only makes a
statement within your living spaces,
it’s a much more affordable way of being
fashion forward with your décor.
Be inspired by the upcoming interior
trends that can be incorporated into any
window dressing.

A look of luxury
COS M I C C O LO U R S TH AT G IV E A S E NS E
O F S P I R I T UA LI T Y A R E E VO LV ING INTO
A GLA M O RO U S T R E ND .
Adding dark purples or deep blue to your rooms
creates a sophisticated feel, and finishing off these
looks with metallic accents and gold accessories adds
a touch of luxury. This striking trend will transform
an ordinary interior into an extraordinary place to live.

Retro
Scandi style
A MODERN TWI S T ON 6 0 s
S TY LE I S EMERGI NG I N ALL
AS PECTS OF DES I GN.
There’s no reason why it
shouldn’t feature on your
window treatments too.
Think micro-prints, tile
repeat patterns and woven
textiles. This nostalgic palette
of navy, hazel, teal and
burnt orange creates
high-contrast combinations.
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Colour colliding
J AZ Z U P YOU R LI VI NG S PAC ES BY C O MB INING
S TATEMENT COLOU RS WIT H PAT T ERNS.
Draw attention to your window treatments through
bold colour combinations. Clashing vivid yellows and
bright pinks with confidence is sure to give a vibrant,
joyful energy within your room.

Stylish serenity
YO UR H O ME SH O U L D B E YO U R SA F E H AV E N,
WHERE YO U C A N R E L A X A ND UN W IN D .
Through your décor you can create rooms that are
the perfect place for tranquillity, by adding delicate
greys and pinks, flowing line patterns and soothing
blue tones.
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Our range

Our different ranges outlined below
all specialise in certain window dressings

You can find exactly what you’re looking

If you need exceptional light control, look out for the Z-lite

for with our range of products.

range. If you’re looking for beautifully designed blinds and
curtains, try the Aquarius range, or if you’re looking for
Wood Shutters or Wood and Faux Wood Shutters, try the
Expressions, Sandringham and Sherwood collections.

Aquarius
Rollers, Verticals, Pleated, Romans and Curtains are the
products that Aquarius specialises in, and you’ll be sure
to find plenty of plains and textures, contemporary prints
and classic weaves to create a statement at your windows.

Z-Lite TM
Z-Lite TM Roller blinds are the ideal solution for light control.
They offer a unique stripe design that combine sheer and
opaque fabrics, giving a great eye-catching effect.

Expressions
Expressions Faux Wood Venetians have all the benefits of
hard-wearing PVC, and are easy to clean and moistureresistant, to make them ideal for bathrooms and kitchens.

Sherwood
This Wood Venetian blinds collection is renewably sourced
from sustainable forests and offers beautiful wood slats in
both natural and painted finishes, making them a staple
piece that suits both current trends and traditional styles.

Perfect Fit
Available in a variety of fabric, Perfect Fit blinds sit in
a frame that fits perfectly to your window, without any
drilling or screws.

Sandringham
Looking to create a real statement? Bespoke Sandringham
Shutters are sure to put the wow-factor into any living
space. Made-to-order and with styles and finishes to suit
any window, taste or budget, you have a choice of wood
types and colour finishes to choose from.

Z-Lite

TM

expressions

sherwood

PERFECT FIT
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Rollers
Our huge Roller blind range has a stunning
mix of sheer, blackout, plain, printed and
woven fabrics for you to choose from.
Whether it’s just for functionality or to add
a more decorative element, there are over
390 fabrics in this range, so you’re sure to
find a roller blind suitable
for any room.
Roller blind fabrics can be wipe clean,
moisture resistant, blackout and flame
retardant. Making your Rollers motorised
allows you to adjust the light through

Luxury
Soft Rollers
Our Luxury Soft Rollers are our newest collection
that will certainly add a sumptuous touch to
any of your living spaces. This specialist fabric
creates a unique look as it has all the practical
benefits of a Roller, but with the soft, textile
feel of fabric. There’re over 150 fabric choices,
with contemporary designs ranging from bold
scandi floral and tropical leaves to textured
watercolours and subtle shades. This collection
can be chosen with a standard or blackout lining
and can even be made as a Roman blind.

a remote control.

Style tip
Rollers can add a pop of colour to
your room, and patterns can give an
additional decorative element.

Style tip
There’re over 150 fabric choices,
including velvets, linen look and
faux silks, and 72 different prints
so you’re sure to find a look that
will suit your décor.
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Curtains
Curtains give a room that finished look. Whether you want them to be simple, bold
and bright, or patterned, they instantly inject colour and personality to create the
perfect statement for your windows. Available in six heading styles to accommodate
contemporary or traditional window situations. These include minimalist eyelets, classic
pinch pleats or sumptuous pencil pleats and they can be accessorised with matching or
contrasting tie backs, and different poles or tracks.

Style tip
Co-ordinate Curtains with
Roman or Roller blinds to give
a luxurious boutique look.
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Romans

Verticals

Roman blinds are a great way of adding a
warm and welcoming look to your home.
They are a real design statement that gives
an impression of style and elegance. With
hundreds of beautiful fabrics to choose
from, you’re bound to find something to suit
your taste and budget. Romans are always
lined for a high quality finish. They can be
specially lined to retain heat and blackout
lined to help reduce light. Our range of
fabrics means you’ll find something to
match your décor perfectly.

There’s no need to think of an office space when looking at Vertical
blinds, there are plenty of textures, colours and designs that can be
incorporated into any living space, giving a stylish, designer feel. There
are over 200 high quality fabrics in a range of textures, patterns and
plains. Vertical blinds can help control light, and are adaptable to a
number of different types of windows, and even French or sliding doors.

Style tip
Roman blinds bring simple style to any

Style tip

window, whether it’s a contemporary setting

Bright colours and patterns can make Vertical blinds a stand out

or a period property.

feature, or neutral tones can be suited to any type of room décor.
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Venetians
A timeless classic that’s always
stylish and practical, Venetian
blinds are brilliant for light control

Faux Wood
Venetians

without compromising your view

Faux Wood Venetian blinds will create an effortlessly

outside. With a large choice

stylish look that can be crafted for any type of

of materials to choose from,

window. They give a natural wood look yet feature

Venetian blinds are versatile and

moisture-resistant qualities, so they’re durable for

suit all types of interior styling.

their surrounding environment while still making
an impact in your room.

Wood
Venetians
Wood Venetians are lightweight
and durable, and combine
practicality with style. Natural
wood colours can create a warm
and welcoming feel, or we have
a painted range if you’re
looking for something more
contemporary. All our wood
Venetians are made from trees
grown in sustainable forests.

Aluminium
Venetians
Aluminium Venetian blinds are a popular choice
for all rooms due to their versatility and practical
features. Make a statement with our bold and vibrant
hues, or create an ageless window masterpiece with
softer and natural tones.

Style tip
You can personalise the finished look with
coloured and patterned tapes, which will
also add a subtle pop of colour.
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Shutters

Your perfect
window solutions
for every room
Ignite your imagination

If you want to make a real statement,
shutters will do just that. Whether you’re
looking for a traditional or contemporary
style, shutters are guaranteed to complement
your windows and create a feature piece that
will enhance your living space.
Shutters can help reduce noise and insulate
your home, and can be designed to work with
period or modern windows, large patio doors,
bi-fold doors or awkward shapes.
With a number of wood types in a range of
styles, we have the perfect solution to suit
any window.

Style tip
There’s more than just white – you can
choose from a range of colours through
our custom colour service.
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Kitchen

Bathroom
Bathrooms don’t just need to be
functional, they can be brilliantly
inviting spaces for you to relax
and unwind. The range of moistureresistant fabrics available means that
your bathroom window dressings can
be stylish and practical.

Functional
Benefits
Aluminium and Faux Wood
Venetians look sleek, are easy to
maintain and splash-proof, so are
the ideal product for this room.

Practicality may be the most important factor for your kitchen window dressings, but that doesn’t
mean you can’t make them stylish. The kitchen is the heart of the home and shouldn’t be overlooked.
Our wipeable Roller blinds are a perfect choice for this room and with a huge range of colours, designs
and fabrics to choose from, you’re sure to find the right match for your décor. Our Roller blinds also
come in a choice of performance fabrics too, including flame-retardant and moisture-resistant.
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Bedroom
Your bedroom should be your private, safe haven. And
what better way to make it that than with beautiful
window dressings? This room is a great place to express
your style and taste, and statement blinds or Curtains
give that perfectly finished look.

Children’s
Bedroom
Children’s bedrooms are a great
place to really get creative and
inject bold colours and patterns into
your décor. What you choose for
your window dressing can do just

Functional Benefits
Blackout and thermal linings on Romans will help
you get plenty of rest.
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that. You can rest assured that our
products have child safety features
and Romans, Rollers and Curtains
can be blackout lined too.
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Cords to adjust light and privacy, and lift and
lower.

Wand or cord operated

Cord or tab to lift and lower. Roof blinds can be
operated with a crank, wand or power crank.
Motorised option available.

Tilt rod to adjust light and privacy.
Panels fold away from the window.

38mm and 50mm slats
Options for sloping, split drop, bay and bow
windows. 89mm and 127mm louvres. Mixed
Louvre option
MasterPleat™ technology for neat,
uniform roof blind pleats. Solar reflective
technology for added sun protection.
Honeycomb DuoPleat™ fabric for enhanced
thermal properties.
Option for custom colours, special shapes,
bay and large windows. 47mm, 64mm,
89mm and 114mm louvres

Vacuum or dry clean
depending on fabric

Dry clean

Wipe clean

Wipe clean
Wipe clean, vacuum
or machine washable
depending on fabric

Wipe with dry cloth

Dust

Bedrooms, living rooms and
dining rooms
Bedrooms, living rooms and
dining rooms

All rooms

Kitchens, bathrooms, living
rooms and dining rooms

All rooms

Conservatories, including the
roof. Can be used in all rooms.

Living rooms, bedrooms, dining
rooms, kitchens and bathrooms.

Soft Rollers & Romans

Curtains

Metal Venetians

Faux Wood Venetians

Vertical

Pleated

Shutters

This product can be specifically
designed to fit a skylight.

Dim-out
This product helps reduce the
impact of light.

Selected products are available
that are tolerant of water but
not necessarily waterproof.

Moisture-resistant
Selected products in the
range will tolerate a moist
and humid environment.

Motorised options exist with
the remote control operation.

Remote & motorised
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As a minimum, all of our blinds
and Curtains meet the European
Standard BS EN 13120 for
safety. Beyond this, safety is at
the forefront of our minds right
through the design process
ensuring that we make products
that are not only stylish and
high quality, but also safe.

C H IL D SA FE TY
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to replicate traditional décor. Adding a

There is an option of a light-reflective
fabric available in the range.

Light-reflective

Skylight
Splash proof

-

•

This product has the option of an extra
layer of fabric to help block out light, or
a blackout fabric is available in the range.
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-

This product does not
require screws or drilling.

•
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Selected products in the
range can help slow down or
resist the spread of fire.
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Blackout lining

Tilt rod or cords to adjust light and privacy.
Cord to lift and lower

Wood effect finishes. 15mm, 25mm, 35mm
and 50mm slats.

-

-

-

-

sleek Venetians, or add a Roller blind for

Perfect Fit ® frame

-

Tracks, poles, valances, holdbacks, cushions.
Pencil pleat, pinch pleat, eyelet heading.
Standard, blackout and thermal lining.

-

-

-

•

inviting space, and build an ambiance to help

Flame-retardant

Sidewinder chain or spring pull to lift or lower

Metallic chains. Interlining and blackout
options

-

-

•

a dramatic effect.

Sidewinder chain or spring pull to lift or lower

•

get your productivity flowing. Go for simple and

•

contemporary window dressing will create an

•

It might be an office, but it doesn’t have

Metallic chains. Interlining and blackout
options

Vacuum or dry clean
depending on fabric

Bedrooms, living rooms and
dining rooms

Sidewinder chain or spring pull to lift

Braids, shaped hems, range of poles,
chains and reverse roll. Valance option also
available.

Roman

MOV EMENT

SP EC IA L O PT IONS

Wipe with dry cloth

CL EANING

All rooms

sure your work isn’t disturbed.
Roller

Choose a light-reflective fabric to make
ROOM USE

Functional Benefits

BLIND TY PE

Office
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